Abstract This paper studies the theory and design of a attenuation than their FIR counterparts. In [3] , a class of LP class of recombination nonuniform FBs (RNFB) with low-delay RNFBs with cosine-rolloff transition band was designed using the (LD) FIR and IIR filters. The conditions for suppressing the REMEZ algorithm. It (CMFB) was proposed in [2]. Recently, the theory and design of pass through the analysis filters of the recombination FBs and they RNFBs with LP filters were studied in order to achieve RNFBs will be fed to the synthesis bank of the uniform FB for with good frequency characteristic [3] . The form of the analysis LP reconstruction. Each synthesis-analysis structure, involving anm filters is also analyzed in [3] . k hne B scle MX t a bevdi 2 hti h
INTRODUCTION
One advantage of the proposed method using the modified model Filter banks (FBs) have important applications in speech, audio reduction technique is that the stability of the model-reduced filters image and array processing. The theory and design of uniform is guaranteed and the IIR filters obtained closely approximate the perfectreconstruction (PR) andanearlygperfectreconstruction (NPR) properties of the LD FIR filters. Another advantage of the FBs have been widely studied [1] . In applications such as signal proposed LD and IIR RNFBs is that they have approximately analysis a n coding swith nonuniform frequency spacing have passband LP analysis filters, and hence a lower phase distortion the potential to offer more flexibility in time-frequency partitioning than their IIR nonuniform CMFBs counterparts [9] . and better performance. This has attracted considerable interests in The paper is organized as follows: The theory of RNFBs is designing nonuniform FBs [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . One useful approach is the recalled in Section I. Section II is devoted to the matching indirect method proposed in [7] , where certain channels of a condition and the design ofithe low delay FIR and JIR RNFBs. A uniform FB are merged using the synthesis FB of a recombination design example will be given in Section III to show the efficiency FB or a transmultiplexer (TMUX). The resulting FBs are called of the method. Finally conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
recombination nonuniform FBs (RNFBs). One advantage of the 1 RECOMBINATION NONUNIFORm FILTER BANKS RNFB is that the PR property is structurally imposed as long as the original uniform and recombination filter banks are PR. Moreover, Figure 1 shows the structure of the RNFB considered in this if the number of channels of the uniform and recombination paper. Consecutive channels of a uniform M-channel analysis FB TMUX are coprime, the analysis and synthesis filters of the are combined using the synthesis filters of another FB having a resulting RNFB admit an equivalent linear time invariant (LTI) smaller number of channels, say mk as shown in the figure. The representation. In other words, the frequency responses of the analysis (synthesis) filters can be optimized directly, which sampling rate after recombination is reduced by a factor ofm considerably simplifies the design procedure. When [2] . Recently, the theory and design of pass through the analysis filters of the recombination FBs and they RNFBs with LP filters were studied in order to achieve RNFBs will be fed to the synthesis bank of the uniform FB for with good frequency characteristic [3] . The form of the analysis LP reconstruction. Each synthesis-analysis structure, involving anm filters is also analyzed in [3] . source of the spurious response, which is the cross-term in D2()
causes bumping in the stopband of A, (6 ) . Fortunately, it will be where X(ejc) and Yk(eje) are the input and the k-th subband shown below, similar to the result in [3] 
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A where, H>R (co) and GR(co) are the corresponding amplitude Table I summarizes the above design parameters.
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